Quality flooring.
Natural.
Sustainable.
Healthy.

ter Hürne.
A promise of quality.
The name ter Hürne has stood for expertise in wood, technological superiority and a responsible approach to nature
for over 50 years. These values form the basis of our core competence, developed over many years; the manufacture of
quality engineered wood flooring – made in Germany.
In one of Europe’s most modern flooring manufacturing plants, we produce technically sophisticated products, which are
natural, sustainable and healthy.
Based on this philosophy, we have continually extended our range of innovative flooring solutions. Besides engineered wood
floors, our portfolio also includes laminate floors, LVT design floors and the Avatara – MultiSense-Floor® which we ourselves
developed.
A process of continuous development of our products and ranges and a thorough understanding of markets and partnerships
has given us a leading market position in Europe.
ter Hürne is not only our name, but also a promise of quality.

Erwin ter Hürne
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Bernhard ter Hürne

Quality Flooring.

Key Facts ter Hürne.
• Second generation family company
• State of the art manufacturer of engineered wood
floors on approx. 500,000 SF production site
• Leading brand in Europe
• Quality, design & innovation since 1959
• We manufacture
in one of the most
modern flooring
factories in Europe
• Large portfolio
of other floor
coverings

Quality Flooring.
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Certified
healty living.
The key DNA of ter Hürne.

In an environment which is constantly changing and being
polluted, customers try ever more urgently to find healthy,
safe products for their homes and families. Because of
increasing product failure they rely increasingly on branded
products which they can trust. A brand that stands for quality
and a healthy living environment creates the trust the
customers long for.
You can breathe easily. We do not use anything during
processing that could be harmful to health. We think this is
quite natural.

All ter Hürne products are continually
tested, checked, controlled and monitored
by the renowned Eco-Institute in Cologne/
Germany. The Eco certificate stands for
the highest standard in terms of the
strict testing of products for harmful
emissions and substances. We have had
all our products tested in this way since
the 1980s.

Sustainability

ter Hürne is FSC® and PEFC™ certified and
supports the ecological and social aspects
of total transparency and recognized
sustainability in forestry.
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Quality Flooring.

CLICKitEASY.
Patent protected.

Key Facts
Connection technique.
• Particularly convenient and simple assembly
• Extremely quick and clean installation
• Installation without glue, hammer or tapping
block
• No material damage
• Strong connections at the top and longitudinal
edges
• Easy removal, should it ever prove necessary

The true quality of a floor is apparent not
only in the charisma of the surface of the
wood in all its glory but in particular in the
engineering of its connection techniques.
The choice you have made will only prove to
be the right one if the planks merge easily
and securely to create a perfect whole,
providing a stage for your daily life.

Watch the film:
www.terhuerne.de/
movies

Quality Flooring.
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Engineered
wood flooring.
Hand-made.
In all the ter Hürne collections you will find unique surface
designs in widely different craftsmanlike creations.
Whether deep-brushed, smoked, thermo-treated or
sculptured. An engineered wood floor by ter Hürne delivers
the quality the customers value.

Split oak unique white | Plank
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Engineered wood flooring.

Technical properties.
Product construction.

Real wood wear layer

ter Hürne
810 922
Parkette und
Holzfußböden
nach DIN EN 14342
Z-156.607-763

Real wood middle layer
Emissionsgeprüftes Bauprodukt
nach DIBt-Grundsätzen

Real wood stabilizing layer

Key Facts
Engineered wood flooring.
• All ter Hürne engineered wood floors are given an extra protection
against moisture ingress
• Using our special impregnation technology both the ends of the planks
and the staves of the strip floors are protected
• Moisture ingress is effectively reduced
• Added value the customer will love
• Engineered wood floors made by ter Hürne in thicknesses ranging from
11-15 mm are suitable for installation on warm water underfloor heating
systems
• Our middle layer is constructed of slow-growing softwoods
• Slow-growing wood means wood with more annual rings and thus
increased stability against expansion
• Only real wood quarter sawn
• The individual staves of the middle layer are placed at least 1 mm apart
to absorb expansion ensuring more safety
• For superior stability in any living conditions

Engineered wood flooring.
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Inspiring
strip floors

2390 x 200 mm | 8″ x 8 ft

The
craftsman‘s
multi strip

Key Facts
Plank
formats.

with multi-bevel

1182 x 200 mm | 8″ x 3 7/8 ft

2390 x 200 mm | 8″ x 8 ft

Plank formats.

• Attractive plank formats
which influence spatial
impact and accentuate
visual qualities and
distinctive features
• Long planks give your home
a generous openness
• Wide planks have a heavier,
more rustic effect for a true
feeling of solid wood
• Narrow planks give the floor
surface a filigree elegance
and balance

Exact sizes are metric
measurements.
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Engineered wood flooring.

2390 x 200 mm | 8″ x 8 ft

2190 x 162 mm | 6 1/2″ x 7 1/5 ft

2000 x 195 mm | 7 1/2″ x 6 1/2 ft

Plank formats.
Classic plank
floors

Respect.
With a width of 200 mm and
a length of 2390 mm, we have
a large format that clearly
stands out, especially in single
plank floors. The solidity of the
material, which took ages to
grow, radiates an impressive
expansiveness and respectful
value.

www.terhuerne.de/
floor-studio

Exact sizes are metric
measurements.

Engineered wood flooring.
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Profiles.
Round bevel.
• 4-sided bevel
• Generous joint width
of 4-5 mm
• Flowing transitions
• Well-balanced looking floor

V-bevel.
• 4-sided bevel
• Joint width approx. 2 mm
• Clear definition from plank
to plank
• Classic-looking

Multi bevel.
• Unique appearance
• Over 60 different stave
layouts
• No regular repetition of the
stave layout
• Staves minimum 9 5/6″
up to 19 3/5″ in length,
significantly longer than
usual
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Engineered wood flooring.

Surface finishes.
Lacquer and
matt lacquer.

Lacquered floors
have a light silky
shimmer.

Matt lacquering
produces a silky
matt finish.

• The multi-layered lacquer
structure resists strong
impacts, because it is both
elastic and flexible
• The surface remains sealed
and protected
• Particularly easy to care for

Natural oil-treated surfaces.

Natural oil
produces a matt
and rugged
appearance.

• Natural oil-treated engineered wood flooring by ter Hürne can be used
immediately without a finishing oil treatment
• Natural oil-treated surfaces are perfectly protected and easy to care for
• The open pores of the wood surface are uncompromised
• Natural oil-treated wood floors regulate air humidity optimally and
provide a pleasant and healthy room climate
• Beautiful to behold and great to the touch

Engineered wood flooring.
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Surface finishes.

Structure brushed surfaces

Deep-brushed surfaces

Brushed surfaces

Sculptured surfaces (alpine)

Saw-marked look

Aged surfaces (antique)

Pasted | Limed surfaces

Smoked surfaces

Thermo-treated surfaces

Colored surfaces

Natural oil in on-trend colors

Patina look
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Engineered wood flooring.

Enhanced
knots.

NEW
01.04.2016

Focus on the
essential.

People who love and understand their
craft develop a bond with the material
that is incomparable. This symbiosis
is reflected in the way the knots are
enhanced. The result is the impression
of an air dried oak plank, where with
the passage of time, the hard knot
content has shrunk more than the rest
of the plank.

Engineered wood flooring.
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Split oak.
As precious as the
original.

NEW
01.04.2016

Wood is continually working so
tension splits form in untreated
planks. This natural result is our
inspiration for the surface design.
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Engineered wood flooring.

Handscraped.

NEW
01.04.2016

With the perfect
finish.

Our planing machinery creates
masterpieces: A slightly rounded
sculpting blade, making subtle
sculpted waves, creates a unique
surface. Every plank is an original
as the sculpting follows a random
pattern. And the final flourish: We
sculpt the headers at the very last, so
the smooth transition from plank to
plank is perfectly synchronized.

Engineered wood flooring.
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Avatara
MultiSense-Floor®.
The floor that appeals to the senses
in all dimensions.

Split oak light | Single plank
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Phenomenally clear

Smooth comfortable

visual appearance

walking sensation

Palpably authentic

Certified

Long-lasting

structure

healthy living

resistance
Avatara – MultiSense-Floor®.

Technical properties.
Product construction.
Highly compressed HDF base
board with acrylic
impregnation on the back
giving excellent protection
against swelling
Polymer coating
HD printing technology

Casting base
Hst.-Nr. SO-8451507

Primer
Micro-levelling
Highly compressed HDF
base board with acrylic
impregnation on the back

Safety through
product
monitoring

Footfall sound backing

Key Facts Avatara
MultiSense-Floor®.

Öko-Test label for
Avatara.

• Combining the natural properties of a wood
flooring with the technology of a laminate
floor in one unique product – the symbiosis of
technology and nature
• The latest HD printing technology for absolute
colour brilliance, almost identical to nature
• Designs virtually without repetition
• 100% healthy and safe (ECO certified)
• Authentic to the touch
• Smooth walking sensation
• Perceptible warmth
• Extremely robust surface

The publication Öko-Test is a
German consumer magazine,
which tests on a monthly basis
different products, which are used
in daily life, for harmful substances
and emissions. The Öko-Test label
stands for accurate and trustworthy testing, carried out in
respected institutes with verifiable scientific results.
In the 10/2014 edition our Avatara – MultiSenseFloor® Maple Sand Beige was rated “very good” –
another proof of its certified healthy living status.

Avatara – MultiSense-Floor®.
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Key Facts
Plank
formats.

2400 x 234 mm | 9 1/4″ x 8 ft

Plank formats.
Long
plank

1280 x 163 mm | 6 1/2″ x 4 ft

Quiet underfoot

1280 x 192 mm | 7 1/2″ x 4 ft

• Attractive plank formats
which influence spatial
impact and accentuate
visual qualities and
distinctive features
• Long planks give your home
a generous openness
• Wide planks have a heavier,
more rustic effect for a true
feeling of solid wood
• Narrow planks give the floor
surface a filigree elegance
and balance

Plank

Many Avatara products already have
the “Silence“ backing permanently
attached to the plank, considerably
reducing footfall and impact sound.
The backing consists of a 1.5 mm thick,
flexible polyolefin coating, which also
levels minor unevenness in the floor.
For all other Avatara products we
recommend underlay material from
our sound reduct underlay range.

Exact sizes
are metric
measurements.
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Avatara – MultiSense-Floor®.

Surface finishes.

Pore structured matt

Brushed matt

Softly brushed matt

Softly sanded extramatt

Register embossed/deep pore structured matt

Deep pore structured

Avatara – MultiSense-Floor®.
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Luxury Vinyl Tiles
Solid vinyl.
Quiet. Robust. Simply comfortable.

Cement Sydney medium grey | Natural stone, concrete effect
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Luxury Vinyl Tiles – Solid vinyl.

Technical properties.
Product construction.
Transparent, hard-wearing
PU-coating
Transparent wear layer with
embossed structure
Printed decor layer
Multi-layer
middle layer
Glass fibre
Multi-layer backing layer

Certificates.
ter Hürne Luxury Vinyl
Tiles are regularly tested
and certified by leading,
independent institutions. A
very high quality standard is
created by their health and
functional properties for all our
products.
Through consistent stateof-the-art testing, we aim to
ensure that our customers
always receive a flawless and
high quality product.

Luxury Vinyl Tiles – Solid vinyl.

EN 14041 : 2004 / AC : 2006
Published HPD

14
DOP: T HV0114

Health Product
Declaration
TM

Collaborative

ter Hürne GmbH & Co. KG
Ramsdorfer Straße 5
46354 Südlohn · Germany
TH 227-02
Heterogene Vinylfußböden
EN 649
Heterogenous Luxury Vinyl Tile
EN 649
Brandverhalten:
reaction to fire:

Bfl-s1

Rutschhemmung:
Slip resistance:

DS

Bodenbelag nur zur Verlegung
in Innenräumen geeignet.
Resilient floor covering to
be used within a building.
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Plank formats.
Tile
907,8 x 450,6 mm | 17 3/4″ x 3 ft

Plank

1212,6 x 171,2 mm | 6 3/4″ x 4 ft

Long
plank

1510 x 222 mm | 8 3/4″ x 5 ft

Exact sizes are metric measurements.
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Luxury Vinyl Tiles – Solid vinyl.

Surface finishes.

Fine structured

Coarse structured

Linear structured

Brushed

Register embossed/brushed 1

Register embossed/brushed 2

Register embossed/brushed 3

Deep brushed

Deep pore structured

Natural pored

Register embossed/deep pore
structured

Plane-marked brushed

Miniperl
Luxury Vinyl Tiles – Solid vinyl.
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Luxury Vinyl Tiles
on HDF baseboard.
LVT re-interpreted.

Oak Boston grey | Long plank
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Luxury Vinyl Tiles on HDF baseboard.

Technical properties.
Product construction.
Transparent, hard-wearing
PU-coating
Transparent wear layer with
embossed structure
Printed decor layer
LVT middle
layer
HDF baseboard

Cork impact sound
insulation
IMPACT SOUND
INSULATION

Certificates.
ter Hürne Luxury Vinyl
Tiles are regularly tested
and certified by leading,
independent institutions. The
postive health and functional
properties achieve a very high
quality standard for all our
products.
Through consistent stateof-the-art testing, we aim to
ensure that our customers
always receive a flawless and
high quality product.

Luxury Vinyl Tiles on HDF baseboard.

EN 14041 : 2008

15
DOP: THVAT1015
ter Hürne GmbH & Co. KG
Ramsdorfer Straße 5
46354 Südlohn · Germany
Mehrschichtig modularer Boden
EN 16511
Multilayer modular floor covering
EN 16511
Brandverhalten:
Reaction to fire:

Bfl-s1

Rutschhemmung:
Slip resistance:

DS

Bodenbelag nur zur Verlegung
in Innenräumen geeignet.
Resilient floor covering to
be used within a building.
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Plank formats.
Plank

1209 x 173 mm | 6 3/4″ x 4 ft

Long plank

2200 x 217 mm | 8 1/2‘‘ x 7 1/4 ft

Exact sizes are metric measurements.
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Luxury Vinyl Tiles on HDF baseboard.

Surface finishes.

Brushed

Luxury Vinyl Tiles on HDF baseboard.
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Laminate floor.
Enjoy the diversity.

Old wood mix beige | Multi strip
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Laminate floor.

Technical properties.
Product construction.

Overlay
Decor paper

HDF baseboard

Stabilizing layer

Certificates.
The authentic effect of a ter
Hürne laminate floor can
be experienced with several
different senses. At every level,
the complex structure features
technical characteristics with
practical advantages.

Laminate floor.

EN 14041 : 2004 / AC : 2006

12
DO P: TH L0113
ter Hürne GmbH & Co. KG
Ramsdorfer Straße 5
46354 Südlohn · Germany
Laminatböden
EN 13329
Laminate floor coverings
EN 13329
Brandverhalten:
reaction to fire:

Cfl-s1

Rutschhemmung:
Slip resistance:

DS

Bodenbelag nur zur Verlegung
in Innenräumen geeignet.
Resilient floor covering to
be used within a building.
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30

1285 x 327 mm | 13″ x 4 1/5 ft

1285 x 327 mm | 13″ x 4 1/5 ft

2000 x 192 mm | 7 1/2″ x 6 1/2 ft

2400 x 242 mm | 9 1/2″ x 8 ft

Plank formats.

Long
plank

Tile
Herringbone

Exact sizes are metric
measurements.

Laminate floor.

Plank formats.
1285 x 327 mm | 13″ x 4 1/5 ft

Extra-wide
plank

1285 x 242 mm | 9 1/2″ x 4 1/5 ft

Wide plank

1285 x 192 mm | 7 1/2″ x 4 1/5 ft

Plank

1285 x 192 mm | 7 1/2″ x 4 1/5 ft

2-strip

1285 x 192 mm | 7 1/2″ x 4 1/5 ft

3-strip

1285 x 192 mm | 7 1/2″ x 4 1/5 ft

Multi strip

Exact sizes are metric measurements.

Laminate floor.
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Plank formats.
Endless effect
BeautyMatch joins all of the
planks in a row to create an
impression of continuity.

Rythmic effect
BeautyMatch
joins
the individual staves
in such a way as to
create the impression
that they are all one
length.
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Laminate floor.

Profiles.
Key Facts
Grooves.
Grooves frame the planks
and expressively highlight
their individual existence in
the overall floor. The grooves
can be “U” or “V” shaped.
Depending on the coloring
and the degree to which
they contrast with the décor
pattern, they can be very
striking, or very subtle.

V-groove
4-sided or
2-sided

V-groove 4-sided

V-groove 2-sided

U-groove 4-sided
and centre

Laminate floor.
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Surface finishes.

fine structured | matt

brushed | silk matt

smooth | matt

linear aged | matt

linear brushed | matt

linear pore structured | matt

rough pored | matt

register embossed/fine brushed
matt

register embossed/fine brushed/
sculptured | matt
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Laminate floor.

Surface finishes.
Key Facts
Register
embossed.

register embossed/fine structured
matt

register embossed/aged | silk matt

register embossed/aged brushed
matt

register embossed/brushed | matt

register embossed/plane-marked
br./aged | matt

register embossed/rough brushed
matt

Laminate floor.

The mood exuded by a room
is not just a visual experience.
The feel of a floor is a very
important facet that enhances
the visual impression:
Sensuality. Each structure
applied to the various surfaces
of ter Hürne laminate floors
brings out the best in every
decor. The surface structures
are described in terms of
“tangible surface” and “visible
gloss”.
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The outstanding
marketing concept.
Orientation system.

36

Quality Flooring.

Simple & intuitive.
“Which floor suits me?” – Our orientation system finds the correct answer
to this question.
The entire ter Hürne flooring range is sorted according to colour moods.
Colour has a special emotional effect on lifestyle and interior design. It
speaks volumes about the character of a person.
Thus, every colour section in the different product groups represents a
specific character. Your choice of colour guides you intuitively to your own
design style.
Find your floor – simply and intuitively.

bright
&
fresh

Quality Flooring.

beige brown
&
friendly

red brown
&
warm

dark
&
powerful

grey
&
purist
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The outstanding
marketing concept.
Space studio.

Visualise
today, what it
looks like
tomorrow.

www.terhuerne.de/
floor-studio
38

You can take the first steps
towards your dream floor from
the comfort of your own home.
You can lay all of our floors in
our floor studio with a simple
click of the mouse .
Our floor studio offers a wide
range of rooms where you can
try out various layouts and
combinations as you please.

Quality Flooring.
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Quality Flooring.
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ter Hürne GmbH & Co. KG GERMANY
Ramsdorfer Str. 5
46354 Südlohn · Germany
Phone +49 2862 701-313
Fax +49 2862 701-121
export@terhuerne.de
www.terhuerne.de
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